Study programme: English Philology
Speciality: English and Chinese

Symbol

Description of the learning outcome

Knowledge: Graduate
s-W-1

has the ordered knowledge of the Chinese language; knows the lexicalgrammatical and phonological rules of the Chinese language at the A2
level, and the rules of the selection of means for expressing specific types
of information

s-W-2

has the basic knowledge of institutions and cultural processes in the
countries of the Chinese language area and is acquainted with current
cultural life
Skills: Graduate

s-U-1

has the ability to search for, analyze, select and use information utilizing
various sources and methods

s-U-2

is able to use the Chinese language in writing and speaking at the level A2
of the Common European Framework for Languages with relative fluency,
accuracy and communication efficiency in a wide range of general, cultural
and business topics

Social competences: Graduate
s-K-1

shapes their own views on the basis of the gained general and detailed
knowledge

s-K-2

has awareness of the responsibility for the preservation of the cultural
heritage, and tolerance for cultural diversity of other countries and
nationalities

Study programme: English Philology
Speciality: English and Czech

Symbol

Description of the learning outcome

Knowledge: Graduate
s-W-1

has the ordered knowledge of the Czech language; knows the lexicalgrammatical and phonological rules of the Czech language at the B1 level,
and the rules of the selection of means for expressing specific types of
information

s-W-2

has the basic knowledge of institutions and cultural processes in the
countries of the Czech language area and is acquainted with current
cultural life
Skills: Graduate

s-U-1

has the ability to search for, analyze, select and use information utilizing
various sources and methods

s-U-2

is able to use the Czech language in writing and speaking at the level B1 of
the Common European Framework for Languages with relative fluency,
accuracy and communication efficiency in a wide range of general, cultural
and business topics

Social competences: Graduate
s-K-1

shapes their own views on the basis of the gained general and detailed
knowledge

s-K-2

has awareness of the responsibility for the preservation of the cultural
heritage, and tolerance for cultural diversity of other countries and
nationalities

Study programme: English Philology
Speciality: English and Spanish

Symbol

Description of the learning outcome

Knowledge: Graduate
s-W-1

has the ordered knowledge of the Spanish language; knows the lexicalgrammatical and phonological rules of the Spanish language at the B2
level, and the rules of the selection of means for expressing specific types
of information

s-W-2

has the basic knowledge of institutions and cultural processes in the
countries of the Spanish language area and is acquainted with current
cultural life
Skills: Graduate

s-U-1

has the ability to search for, analyze, select and use information utilizing
various sources and methods

s-U-2

is able to use the Spanish language in writing and speaking at the level B2
of the Common European Framework for Languages with relative fluency,
accuracy and communication efficiency in a wide range of general, cultural
and business topics

Social competences: Graduate
s-K-1

shapes their own views on the basis of the gained general and detailed
knowledge

s-K-2

has awareness of the responsibility for the preservation of the cultural
heritage, and tolerance for cultural diversity of other countries and
nationalities

Study programme: English Philology
Speciality: English and Cultural Studies

Symbol

Description of the learning outcome

Knowledge: Graduate
s-W-1

is familiar with the basic terminology of literature and culture studies

s-W-2

has the basic knowledge of social, economic, political and cultural
institutions, and is acquainted with the current cultural life of the countries
of the English speaking area
Skills: Graduate

s-U-1

has the ability to search for, analyze, select and use information utilizing
various sources and methods

s-U-2

can recognize and describe various types of culture products in the field of
English linguistics, literary and cultural studies, and carry out their critical
analysis and interpretation using typical methods, in order to determine
their meanings, social impact and the place in the historical and cultural
process

Social competences: Graduate
s-K-1

uses different forms of artistic and cultural transmission

s-K-2

shapes their own views on the basis of the gained general and detailed
knowledge

Study programme: English Philology
Speciality: Translation Studies

Symbol

Description of the learning outcome

Knowledge: Graduate
s-W-1

is familiar with the basic terminology in the field of linguistics and
translation studies

s-W-2

has a basic knowledge of the main developments, most important new
achievements and fundamental disputed issues in linguistics and
translation studies
Skills: Graduate

s-U-1

can use basic theoretical approaches, research paradigms, and concepts
relevant to linguistics and translation studies

s-U-2

can smoothly handle the academic and specialist discourse in spoken and
written English

Social competences: Graduate
s-K-1

recognizes and formulates ethical and cultural issues related to their own
translation work, responsibility before their colleagues and other members
of the society

s-K-2

acts ethically putting reference details in their texts while quoting other
authors

Study programme: English Philology
Speciality: Business English

Symbol

Description of the learning outcome

Knowledge: Graduate
s-W-1

has the ordered knowledge of the English business language; knows the
lexical-grammatical and stylistic rules of the English business language,
and the rules of the selection of means for expressing specific types of
information

s-W-2

has the basic knowledge of social, economic, political and cultural
institutions, and is acquainted with the current cultural life of the countries
of the English speaking area
Skills: Graduate

s-U-1

has the ability to search for, analyze, select and use information utilizing
various sources and methods

s-U-2

is able to use the English language in writing and speaking with relative
fluency, accuracy and communication efficiency in a wide range of
business topics

Social competences: Graduate
s-K-1

can specify the priorities for the implementation of their goals and tasks
designated by others

s-K-2

shapes their own views on the basis of the gained general and detailed
knowledge

